BNIT RPL & Desire2Learn®

AeP2.0
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)

“formal recognition of a person’s current skills and knowledge, no matter how, when or where the learning occurred.”

BNIT RPL project

- BNIT RPL Implementation model
- AFLF funds BNIT RPL Support Systems Trial
- BNIT partners with Desire2Learn ePortfolio
Why ePortfolios for RPL?

- Tackle industry skills shortages
- Streamline RPL processes
- Powerful means for both personal and organisational promotion.
Why Desire2Learn?

- Technology integration
- Customisation
- RFI around four key areas
  - Learner support processes
  - Access
  - Learner options
  - Portability
What type of eP is D2L®?

According to AeP 2008 report:

- Working ePortfolio
- learning, assessment, presentation, reflective, and personal development applications
- Exception: D2L allows for multi-user not multiple owner.
Learner centricity
BNIT RPL process using Desire2learn

1. **LEARNER**
   - ePortfolio
   - • Collect evidence
   - • Fill out forms
   - ARTEFACTS REFLECTION

2. **REFLECTION**
   - (peer/mentor)
   - seek advice/feedback

3. **PRESENTATION**
   - Build presentation/s

**EXTERNAL**

**TEACHER**
- Build FORMS
- MENTORING
- ASSESSMENT

- Tracking reports
- COMPETENCIES
- AQTF compliance
Ingredients
Tags

Step 3: Provide Artifact Details

Artifact Details

File: Interview.mp3 (1.94 MB)
* Name: Interview

Description:

Tags

New Tags: [ ] Add Tag
Your Tags: [ ]

Add tag name here
Summary of work

Synopsis of work roles

CV

Curriculum Vitae

Presentation

Visual summary of project's I've managed using the ADDIE model - Analyse, Design, Development, Implement and Evaluate.
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